Abstract-The failure rate of static RAM (SRAM) cells is restricted to be extremely low to ensure sufficient high yield for the entire chip. In addition, multiple performances of interest and influences from peripherals make SRAM failure rate estimation a high-dimensional multiple-failure-region problem. This paper proposes a new method featuring a multistart-point sequential quadratic programming (SQP) framework to extend minimized norm importance sampling (IS) to address this problem. Failure regions in the variation space are first found by the lowdiscrepancy sampling sequence. Afterward, start points are generated in all identified failure regions and local optimizations based on SQP are invoked from these start points searching for the optimal shift vectors (OSVs). Based on the OSVs, a Gaussian mixture distorted distribution is constructed for IS. To further reduce the computational cost of IS while fully considering the influence of increasing dimensionality, an adaptive model training framework is proposed to keep high efficiency for both low-and high-dimensional problems. The experimental results show that the proposed method can not only approximate failure rate with high accuracy and efficiency in low-dimensional cases but also keep these features in high-dimensional ones.
integrated circuit (IC) systems, static RAM (SRAM) bit cells are generally designed with minimum-size devices [1] and can be significantly impacted by large-scale process variations at nanoscale technology [2] . Meanwhile, an SRAM array consists of millions of repeated bit cells.
The yield of each bit cell needs to be extremely high to ensure a moderate yield of the whole array. For example, for an SRAM array with one million bit cells to achieve a yield of 90%, the failure rate of every bit cell should be around 10 −7 . Hence, it is an important task for the IC design community to develop efficient and accurate tools to estimate an extremely low failure rate for SRAM cells. A large number of algorithms and methodologies have been proposed to address this problem [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Brute-force Monte Carlo (MC) is the most well-known and widely used statistical tool in yield estimation, but it is infeasible in SRAM yield analysis. In the SRAM yield analysis problem where the failure rate is extremely rare, a great number of MC samples fall into the accept region, while only an extremely small fraction of the total samples fall into the failure region. For example, brute-force MC requires hundreds of millions samples to estimate a failure rate of 10 −6 with reasonable accuracy and confidence. This cost is usually unaffordable, since each sample invokes a simulation. Several other approaches are therefore developed for SRAM yield analysis.
One major category of SRAM yield analysis approaches is based on importance sampling (IS) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The basic idea is to directly sample the failure region with a distorted probability density function (PDF). With a proper distorted PDF, IS can achieve same accuracy and confidence level as brute-force MC with very fewer samples. The quality of the distorted PDF greatly influences the efficiency and accuracy of IS. Therefore, the main challenge for IS-based methods is to search for a proper distorted PDF.
Another major category is boundary-based methods [7] [8] [9] [10] , where the boundary of the failure region is constructed. Failure rate is then estimated by calculating the hypervolume (sometimes weighted with the PDF of process parameters) of the failure region. The drawback of these approaches is the exploding difficulty to search for the boundary with increasing dimensionality of the variation space [13] .
Most of the aforementioned methods focus on failure rate estimation for a single SRAM bit cell consisting of a few transistors (e.g., six MOSFETs for a typical SRAM bit cell), and the dimensionality of the variation space is often low.
However, the dynamic stability of an SRAM bit cell depends not only on itself but also on its peripherals (e.g., other bit cells in an SRAM column sharing the same pair of bit lines) [14] . Hence, the process parameters of transistors in the peripherals should also be considered, which makes SRAM yield analysis a high-dimensional problem (e.g., more than 100-D). The latest effort to address this problem is subset simulation (SUS) [12] , which estimates the total failure rate by multiplying the failure rates of several intermediate failure events. However, since SUS relies on Markov chain MC (MCMC), it often requires a large number of simulation samples to achieve extremely high accuracy.
Besides, multiple performances of interest (PoIs) should be considered in SRAM yield analysis. An acceptable SRAM bit cell should satisfy all performance requirements simultaneously [15] . As shown in [7] , conflict among these performances often induces multiple failure regions. The inclusion-exclusion principle can be employed for a precise estimation, but it is rather time consuming since the probabilities of all overlapping failure regions are required. An IS-based methodology to handle multiple failure regions effectively is importance boundary sampling (IBS) [7] . This method, though very efficient in low-dimensional problems, hardly works in high-dimensional ones due to its dependency on surrogate models. To the best of our knowledge, efficiently estimating rare failure rate for high-dimensional variation space and multiple failure regions remains an open problem.
The motivation of our work is to propose a method to address the SRAM yield estimation problem in both high-dimensional and multiple-failure-region cases. Compared with boundary-based approaches, IS-based approaches are more promising in solving high-dimensional problems. Hence, we develop our method by employing the basic idea of IS. Furthermore, in IS-based approaches, the influence of dimensionality on the efficiency and accuracy of searching for distorted PDF is much greater than that on the IS step that follows. Searching for distorted PDF, therefore, is the critical part to extend IS-based methods to high-dimensional applications, and hence the focus of our work.
In this paper, we propose a new SRAM yield analysis approach that extends the idea of minimized norm IS (MNIS) [4] to both high-dimensional and multiple-failureregion problems. We propose a multistart-point sequential quadratic programming (MSP-SQP) framework to search for optimal shift vectors (OSVs). First, the proposed method explores the variation space and generates start points in all identified failure regions. Then, sequential quadratic programming (SQP) is invoked in each failure region to search for the corresponding OSV. Afterward, a distorted PDF is constructed based on the identified OSVs. Finally, IS is used to estimate the failure rate. Furthermore, we studied the varying efficiency of surrogate models with increasing dimensionality and propose an adaptive model training framework to further reduce the computational cost of IS. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) An MSP-SQP framework, including failure region exploration, clustering, local SQP, and Bayesian stopping rules, is proposed for efficient OSV searching in high-dimensional variation space. It is also capable of handling multiple failure regions. 2) An adaptive model training framework is proposed, consisting of multiregion local modeling and adaptive model training and testing. It dynamically decides whether a surrogate model should be used to reduce the computational cost of IS and automatically avoids using surrogate models in high-dimensional cases. We perform yield analysis for both low-and highdimensional single-and multiple-failure-region SRAM test cases and compare the proposed method with some state-ofthe-art methods. These experimental results verify the better efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, SRAM yield analysis problem will be formulated and existing methods will be briefly reviewed. In Section III, the proposed method will be discussed in detail. The experimental results to validate the proposed method will be presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V will conclude this paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND EXISTING METHODS
In a yield analysis problem, each process parameter is considered as an independent random variable and accounts for one dimension of the variation space. In a D-dimensional variation space denoted by S, the process parameters can be denoted by a vector
. . , D, are random process variables, such as threshold voltage V TH and oxide thickness T OX . Without loss of generality, we suppose these random variables are mutually independent and standard normal. The PDF of x is
Any normal random variables can be easily transformed into standard normal, and correlated random variables can also be transformed into independent ones. In the variation space, a given circuit performance Y is a function of x: Y = f (x). Without loss of generality, we assume the corresponding specification is Y ≥ Y * . A failure occurs at x if f (x) < Y * . If there are multiple PoIs, a failure occurs when at least one of them violates the corresponding specification. Assume that there are N p PoIs, denote the kth performance by Y k , k = 1, . . . , N p , and the kth specification by
k } and the total failure region is = N p k=1 k . The total failure rate can then be represented as
For the purposes of discussion, we rewrite (2) as
where I (x) denotes the indicator function
In most cases, the boundary of failure region is unknown and (2) cannot be calculated analytically. Hence, a number of numerical algorithms are proposed to approximate P f .
A. Brute-Force Monte Carlo
Brute-force MC estimates the failure rate with a large amount of samples x i , i = 1, . . . , N, drawn from the PDF p(x) of random variables
where P MC is the estimator, N is the number of samples, I (·) is the indicator function in (4) , and x i is the i th sample. Serving as a metric of the estimator P MC , the figure of merit (FOM) ρ(P MC ) is given as
where Var(P MC ) is the variance of P MC [4] . ρ(P MC ) reflects the accuracy and reliability of P MC . Given ρ(P MC ) ≤ (log 10 1/δ) 1/2 , we can claim that the estimator P MC is of (1 − ) × 100% accuracy with a confidence level of at least (1 − δ) × 100%. According to [4] , the number of samples required by brute-force MC to achieve such an FOM is
It is obvious that N( , δ) is in inverse proportion to the target probability and will be extraordinary large when the failure rate is extremely rare, which is the case of SRAM yield analysis. In addition, one simulation is required for each sample, which makes brute-force MC infeasible in the SRAM yield analysis problem.
B. Importance Sampling
The basic idea of IS [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] is to generate a large amount of samples directly in the failure region with a distorted PDF q(x), and the failure rate is then expressed as
With N samples {x i , i = 1, . . . , N} drawn from the distorted PDF q(x), the failure rate P f can be approximated with
If the distorted PDF is properly chosen, P IS can approximate P f with much less cost than brute-force MC. The optimal q(x) is theoretically [16] 
However, it is infeasible to generate the optimal distorted PDF in practice [7] . Most existing approaches, instead, try to generate samples in regions where a failure event most likely happens. As one of the most widely used approaches, MNIS [4] employs a mean-shift distorted PDF, whose OSV s * is defined as
s * is the failure point with the highest probability density. With the identified OSV, the distorted PDF is constructed centering around it and can be represented as q(x) = p(x − s * ). The estimator is then calculated with (9) . Define the result of (11) solved by a numerical method asŝ. For an MNIS-based method,ŝ should be close enough to s * ; otherwise, the efficiency of IS will deteriorate.
Searching for a proper OSV is the most important yet challenging step in MNIS-based approaches. The accuracy and efficiency of OSV searching have a great impact on the overall accuracy and runtime for rare failure rate estimation. In addition, the difficulty for OSV searching is even aggravated by several issues related to advanced SRAM circuits, such as high-dimensional variation space and multiple failure regions. Efficient and accurate OSV-searching methods are needed to make MNIS-based approaches practical in these applications.
C. Boundary-Based Methods
Boundary-based methods [7] [8] [9] [10] try to search for the boundary of the failure region and estimate the failure rate with (2) . They calculate the failure rate by calculating the volume of the failure region or by integrating the PDF of process parameters throughout the volume of the failure region. Once the boundary is constructed, these methods need no more simulations to evaluate the circuit performances and the computational cost can be reduced greatly. The most challenging issue of boundary-based methods is to construct an accurate boundary model. However, if the dimensionality of the variation space increases significantly, considerably more samples are needed to construct an accurate boundary model. Besides, the calculation of (2) in high-dimensional space is also nontrivial. Thus, boundary-based methods can hardly handle high-dimensional problems [13] .
D. Subset Simulation
SUS is proposed in [12] to estimate rare failure rate in high-dimensional variation space. Several intermediate failure events are introduced. The rate of each intermediate failure event is represented as a conditional probability estimated by MC or MCMC methods. The target failure rate is then calculated by multiplying all conditional probabilities. The number of simulation samples required by SUS depends on the target failure rate, rather than the dimensionality of the variation space. Furthermore, the accuracy of SUS greatly depends on the number of samples. SUS can estimate failure rate in a rather high-dimensional variation space (e.g., more than 100 dimensions). However, SUS often requires a large number of simulation samples to achieve extremely high accuracy, because it relies on MCMC analysis and the random samples generated by MCMC may be highly correlated. 
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we will discuss the proposed method in detail. The main flow of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 . The proposed method extends the idea of MNIS [4] . First, we propose an MSP-SQP framework to search for OSVs in (11) , which works well in both high-dimensional and multiple-failure-region cases. Next, a Gaussian mixture distorted distribution is built based on the identified OSVs. Finally, IS is used to estimate the failure rate. In addition, we also employ surrogate models in our method to further reduce the computational cost of IS. Considering the deterioration of model accuracy and the exploding cost of model training with increasing dimensionality, we propose an adaptive model training framework to automatically decide whether a model is accurate enough to be used as the circuit evaluator.
A. Search for Optimal Shift Vectors With MSP-SQP
OSV searching is the most important step in an MNISbased method. Its accuracy and efficiency have a great impact on the overall accuracy and runtime for the estimation. The task for OSV searching is equivalent to solving (11) . The constraint in (11) is met if at least one PoI violates the corresponding specification at point x. Unlike the traditional global optimization problem that cares only about the global optimum, the OSV-searching problem requires the information of all local optima. Depending on the number of failure regions, there may be one or multiple OSVs. If there is only one failure region, the OSV is the only local optimum of (11), which is also the global optimum; otherwise, all distinct local optima of (11) correspond to the OSVs of different failure regions. Since the number of failure regions is unknown, the goal is to locate as many local optima as possible.
To address this problem, we propose an MSP-SQP framework. Multistart point (MSP) is a well-known global optimization strategy in the literature [17] , [18] . It is composed of two phases: global phase and local phase. At the global phase, we explore the variation space to search for multiple failure regions and generate at least one start point in each identified one. At the local phase, local search procedure is invoked from each start point to search for the corresponding OSV (local optimum) by solving the optimization problem in (11) . MSP searches for all local optima and records the information of every identified one, which makes it suitable for the OSV-searching problem. In addition, MSP does not require any knowledge about the number of local optima. Hence, it is a unified OSV-searching framework for both single-and multiple-failure-region scenarios.
MSP is a region-hitting method. In other words, for each failure region, once a start point is generated in it at the global phase, the local search algorithm will find the corresponding OSV with high accuracy.
We employ SQP as the local search algorithm. As a gradient-based deterministic method, SQP is a reliable method for local search and works well in both low-and highdimensional problems.
The procedure of the proposed OSV-searching framework is shown in Fig. 2 , including searching for failure regions, clustering failure points, filtering cluster centroids, MSP local search, and Bayesian stopping rules. To facilitate the discussion, we assume that all failure regions are convex sets in the variation space. Nonconvex scenarios will be discussed later in Section III-A6.
1) Searching for Failure Regions:
First, at the global phase of the MSP-SQP framework, the variation space is explored to search for failure regions. At least one sample should fall in a failure region for MSP-SQP to be "aware" of it. In most cases, no prior knowledge about the failure regions is provided. Hence, in order to find as many failure regions as possible with a minimum number of samples, the samples should be uniformly distributed [19] . To this end, low-discrepancy sequences (LDSs) are employed. Compared with random methods, LDSs can place sample points more uniformly and fill the space better [20] . We choose Sobol' [21] sequence, which is proved to be a superior LDS [22] in high-dimensional space. In addition, the Sobol' sequence method can sample the space more uniformly than pseudorandom methods [23] .
Assume that within M 0 Sobol' samples, M 1 failure points are found, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . M 1 should be at least the number of failure regions; otherwise, a greater value of M 0 should be considered. The value of M 0 has a great impact on the accuracy of the proposed method since it determines how many local regions are found by MSP-SQP. In order to reduce the risk of missing failure regions, a straightforward approach is to set M 0 conservatively large. However, it may make the proposed method computationally inefficient. An alternative approach is to iteratively increase the value of M 0 and develop appropriate stopping criteria. In our work, we employ the Bayesian stopping rules [19] , which estimate the number of local optima and are used to terminate an MSP method. Details of the Bayesian stopping rules will be discussed in Section III-A5.
Also, the variation space should be set extensive enough so that any error induced by the uncovered space can be tolerated. The upper and lower bounds of the variation space should be chosen based on the target failure rate (e.g., X ± = ±6σ ensures at most 2e-9 absolute error for a 1-D problem).
2) Clustering Failure Points: In the last step, M 1 failure points are found. It is highly possible that more failure points than one lie in a same failure region. The distribution of identified failure points roughly reflects the positions of the failure regions. In this step, we employ clustering techniques to extract more knowledge about the failure regions from these samples.
First, M 1 failure points are clustered into M 2 clusters (M 2 < M 1 ). Failure points in a same cluster are more closed to each other (in Euclidean distance) than to those in other clusters. Each cluster is represented by its centroid m i . The centroid set
i=1 is supposed to minimize the reconstruction error
where χ is the training set, in this case, the set of M 1 failure points identified in the last step; x t is the tth failure point; M 2 is the number of cluster centroids; m i is the i th cluster centroid; and b t i is the estimated label, which indicates that x t belongs to the i th cluster. b t i is defined as
Since b t i is a function of m i , (12) cannot be solved analytically. k-means [24] is a widely used clustering algorithm that iteratively minimizes the reconstruction error E({m i } in the i th cluster
The iteration continues until m i converges. k-means sometimes returns results that fall outside of the failure regions.
To prevent any induced problems, every such centroid is shifted to the closest failure point in its cluster. At the end of this step, M 2 centroids (clusters) are generated. In most cases, M 2 is smaller than M 1 . These centroids better reflect the positions of the failure regions. Fig. 2(b) shows a result of clustering, in which four cluster centroids are generated. In practical application, M 2 should be set as several (e.g., five to ten) times of the number of PoIs.
3) Filtering Cluster Centroids: Although clustering in the last step reduces the number of failure points from M 1 to M 2 , it cannot avoid that multiple centroids lie in a same failure region. In the final step, each centroid will serve as the start point for a local search routine. In a same failure region, all local searches will converge to a same point. Hence, in order to avoid redundant local searches, we need to filter out the redundant cluster centroids in each failure region before the local search step.
Considering the objective in (11), we first sort all centroids in ascending order of their 2-norms. Then, they are retained or filtered out in sequence. Denote a sequence of all original centroids by C and a sequence of all retained centroids by R. The progress to filter centroids is described in Fig. 3 . In our work, we check if two centroids lie in a same failure region by checking the line segment between them. Performances of several equal dividing points on the line segment are checked against the specifications. If at least one nonfailed point is found on the line segment, the centroids lie in different failure regions and the checking stops. The checking is also terminated if a maximum trial number (denoted by N trial in Fig. 3 ) is reached.
In Fig. 2(c) , four cluster centroids are sorted according to their 2-norms, where C1 is the best and C4 is the worst. Hence, C1 is first added into R. Then, C2, C3, and C4 are checked against C1. C4 is removed because it is in the same failure region as C1. In the remaining iterations, C2 and C3 are added into R successively. Finally, three centroids are retained.
4) Multistart Local Search:
In former steps, we generated M 3 centroids. They serve as start points at the local phase. From each start point, we can find the OSVŝ of the corresponding failure region with local search tools, as shown in Fig. 5(d) .
We choose SQP [25] as the local search algorithm. SQP is a gradient-based quasi-Newton method. At each iteration, SQP models the Newton-Karush-Kuhn-Tucker system using a quadratic subproblem whose solution can be found by the Newton step with Lagrangian multipliers [26] . Theoretically, SQP requires both the Jacobian and Hessian metrics of the Lagrangian. However, by employing techniques such as full quasi-Newton approximations or reduced-Hessian quasiNewton approximations, the Hessian matrix can be approximated with first-order derivatives. Hence, the complexity of SQP is linear with respect to the dimensionality. It makes SQP an ideal local search method in high-dimensional space.
5) Bayesian Stopping Rules:
One question in applying the MSP-SQP framework is when to stop searching for more failure regions. According to [20] , among various termination criteria of the MSP framework, the most reliable one is based on the Bayesian stopping rules [19] . If M local optima have been identified after M 0 local searches started with uniformly distributed points, then the expected number of local optima is
given M 0 > M + 2. If M exp < M + 0.5, the Bayesian stopping rules indicate that with very high probability, all of the local optima have been found. In the MSP-SQP framework, M 0 corresponds to the current number of Sobol' samples and M is the number of OSVs identified so far. After each local search step, if the stopping rules are not met, more Sobol' samples are generated and the iteration continues until the stopping rules are met. Note that in the centroid filtering step discussed in Section III-A2, all identified OSVs are considered as the initial members of the retained centroid sequence R, in order to filter out the centroids dropping in any explored failure regions.
6) Nonconvex Failure Region: In the above discussions, we assume that all failure regions are convex sets in the variation space. Sometimes, however, some components of the total failure region are nonconvex. The nonconvex characteristic can either be the nature of certain performances or be induced by multiple failure regions partly overlapping with each other. Fig. 4 shows an example of a nonconvex failure region. By checking the line segment between centroids C1 and C2, it can be discovered that they do not lie in a convex failure region. We address this problem by treating a nonconvex failure region as multiple convex failure regions. In Fig. 4 , local SQP search are invoked from both C1 and C2. Two shift vectors, SV1 and SV2, are found.
After the steps discussed above, OSVsŝ i , i = 1, . . . , M 3 , for M 3 failure regions are identified. The flow of the MSP-SQP framework is shown in Fig. 5 . The main body of the framework repeatedly applies the global and local phases. This iterative process continues until no more OSVs are found.
MSP-SQP is a suitable framework for the OSV-searching problem. It can effectively and efficiently find OSVs in both low-and high-dimensional variation spaces and has a unified framework for both single-and multiple-failure-region applications. First, the Sobol' LDS method samples the variation space uniformly to search for failure regions, which reduces the probability that failure regions are missed. Second, once a start point is generated in a failure region, SQP is a reliable tool to search for the corresponding OSV. As a gradient-based deterministic method, SQP seldom jumps out of a local region and misses the local optimum. Therefore, it is "almost" guaranteed that SQP can find the OSV in each identified failure region. In addition, the linear complexity of SQP with respect to the dimensionality is an appealing feature that makes the proposed framework robust and efficient in high-dimensional applications. When multiple failure regions exist, MSP-SQP exploits the knowledge how failure regions are distributed in the variation space and each local SQP search explores a distinct failure region. The experimental results in Section IV-C demonstrate the advantages of the proposed OSV-searching method.
B. Gaussian Mixture Importance Sampling
By now, we have identified M failure regions and the corresponding OSVs. With these OSVs, we can construct a distorted PDF q(x) for IS. In order to sample multiple failure regions, we employ multimean-shift IS [7] .
The distorted PDF q(x) is defined as
where M is the number of identified failure regions and ω i , i = 1, . . . , M, are the weight coefficients. ω i should be proportional to the PDF of the corresponding OSV s * i . After normalization
The distribution represented in (16) is a Gaussian mixture distribution with M components, each of which is a Gaussian distribution centering around an OSV. By sampling the distorted PDF q(x) and calculating (9), the failure rate can be estimated. The accuracy and confidence level of an estimator are described by the FOM defined as [4] ρ(P IS ) = √ Var(P IS ) P IS (18) where Var(P IS ) is given as
If IS stops when ρ(P IS ) ≤ (log(1/δ)) 1/2 , we can declare that the estimator P IS is of (1 − ) × 100% accuracy with at least (1−δ)×100% confidence level. A target FOM should be defined by the user as the convergence criterion of IS (e.g., 0.1 if both accuracy and confidence level are set to 10%).
C. Reduce the Cost of IS With Adaptive Model Training
During IS, we need to evaluate circuit performances. There are two options: circuit simulators and surrogate models. Circuit simulators (such as SPICE-like simulators) are very accurate and are most widely used. Surrogate models, on the other hand, are generally orders of magnitude faster than circuit simulators, but require a certain amount of training and testing data. These data are obtained via sampling the variation space and running circuit simulations. To facilitate the discussion, in the rest of the section, we denote an IS approach using a surrogate model by a "modeling IS," and that using only circuit simulators by a "nonmodeling IS."
Despite of the enhanced speed, the use of surrogate models is restricted by two factors: model accuracy and training cost. Here, we define "cost" as the number of required circuit simulations. High accuracy is a vital feature for a practical surrogate model. It is achieved by both a good modeling method and enough training data. Any modeling methods will fail if the training data are inadequate. In IS-based SRAM yield analysis, the cost of model training is restricted by the cost of nonmodeling IS. When the former exceeds the latter, nonmodeling IS converges before an accurate surrogate model is generated and the surrogate model is unnecessary.
Generally speaking, the training cost of a surrogate model grows exponentially with the dimensionality in order to maintain the density of training data in the space [27] . The cost of IS, on the contrary, is irrelevant with the dimensionality. Consequently, along with the increase of the variation space dimensionality, there will be a balance point where the cost of model training is equivalent to that of nonmodeling IS. When the dimensionality stays below this point, a surrogate model can reduce the computational cost of IS; otherwise, nonmodeling IS obtains a result faster than the modeling one. An experimental result showing how costs of model training and nonmodeling IS vary with increasing dimensionality is presented in Fig. 6 . It can be observed in Fig. 6 that in this test case, modeling IS is more efficient when the dimensionality is lower than 20; otherwise, nonmodeling IS is superior. However, the balancing dimensionality is often case specific and can hardly be predetermined. Hence, a better way is to adaptively determine whether to use a surrogate model or not during IS.
To address this problem, we propose an adaptive model training framework, which automatically switches the SRAM performance evaluator between the circuit simulator and the surrogate model. First, we propose multiregion local modeling, which trains and maintains one surrogate model for each failure region. Next, a surrogate model is gradually trained while the circuit simulator evaluates SRAM performances. We use misclassification error rate to estimate the accuracy of the surrogate model and replace the circuit simulator with the surrogate model when it is accurate enough. In addition, samples near the accept/fail boundary are more likely to be misclassified due to the model error. Therefore, they will be reevaluated by the circuit simulator to enhance the estimation accuracy.
1) Multiregion Local Modeling:
The Gaussian mixture distorted PDF q(x) in (16) consists of M Gaussian components. Each component corresponds to a distinct failure region and its OSV. When q(x) is sampled, one out of M Gaussian components is randomly selected to generate a sample and the probability a component to be selected is proportional to its weight coefficient ω. We use a group G i to denote the collection of all samples that are most likely generated by the i th Gaussian component. Further, we can represent G i with the center of the i th component, namely, the OSVŝ i . Since all Gaussian components have a same scale, a sample belongs to the group with the closest center in Euclidean distance.
One localized surrogate model f (x) is generated for each group. For group G i , its surrogate model f i (x) is trained and tested only with samples in G i and is only used to predict future samples of G i . Since there are M groups, M independent local surrogate models will be trained.
During IS, when a sample is generated with the i th Gaussian component of q(x), it is allocated to G i . Afterward, it will be evaluated by either the circuit simulator or the surrogate model.
2) Adaptive Model Training and Testing:
In order to automatically switch evaluators between the circuit simulator and the surrogate model, we need a criterion to quantify the accuracy of the surrogate model. In the proposed method, we use misclassification error rate E C as an indicator of the model accuracy. A misclassification happens when a failed instance is predicted as acceptable by the surrogate model or an acceptable instance is predicted as failed. For a given test set, an approximation of E C is the proportion of misclassified instances.
When IS begins, the circuit simulator is selected as the initial evaluator. All samples evaluated by the circuit simulator will be recorded and then used to train or test the surrogate model. These samples are normally distributed. We select a representative subset from these samples as the training set with the Kennard and Stone algorithm [28] . The rest samples constitute the testing set. The training set is usually five to ten times larger than the testing set.
When the size of the testing set is big enough, e.g., ≥ N test , a user-defined value, the training of surrogate model begins and the modeling method is invoked. The selection of N test depends on the nature of the modeling method. After the model is generated, it is tested with the testing set and the misclassification error rate is estimated. If the error rate is below certain threshold T E (e.g., 5%), we say the surrogate model is accurate enough. Then, it is set as the evaluator in place of the circuit simulator; otherwise, the circuit simulator remains the evaluator and future samples are incrementally added to the training/testing set to refresh and test the surrogate model. This train-test procedure continues until an accurate model is generated or IS converges.
Various modeling methods can be employed in the proposed framework, such as response surface modeling [29] , neural network modeling [30] , [31] , and support vector machine [32] , [33] . In this paper, we use sparse polynomial regression [34] to train the surrogate model. Please note that most modeling methods fit well in the framework.
Although model training is often much faster than circuit simulation, its time cost cannot be simply neglected. Instead of refreshing and testing the surrogate model after every simulation, we invoke the train-test procedure every n 1 (n 1 > 1) samples (e.g., refresh the surrogate model every 50 samples).
3) Sensitive Region and Reevaluation: Model error is inevitable. Given a model f (x) = f (x) + e(x), where e(x) denotes the modeling error, a misclassification occurs when f (x) < Y * and f (x) + e(x) ≥ Y * , or when f (x) ≥ Y * and f (x) + e(x) < Y * . Misclassification may cause considerable error if the misclassified point x has a relatively small 2-norm x according to (9) . Assume that e(x) is normal distributed with 0 as its mean, it is easy to understand that a misclassification is more likely to happen when f (x) is closed to Y * . Thus, we define a sensitive region
T S is a threshold to determine the range of sensitive region. A sensitive region often lies around the accept/fail boundary.
In the proposed method, when a sample falls into a sensitive region, it will be reevaluated with the circuit simulator. The simulation result is also added to the training/testing set to refine the surrogate model.
T S should be set according to the accuracy of the surrogate model. That is to say, the more accurate the surrogate is, the smaller the value should be assigned to T S . During model testing, we compare the predicted values by the surrogate model with the real ones. Then, a population of the absolute predicting error can be acquired and some statistics of the population can be calculated, such as the mean value and standard deviation. In this work, we set T S as the 3-σ value of the population of absolute predicting error. A higher-σ value will be more conservative, but it also causes more reevaluations and increases the runtime. Fig. 7 illustrates the general framework of the proposed adaptive model training method. Every sample drawn from the distorted PDF q(x) is evaluated by either the circuit simulator or the surrogate model. Samples evaluated by the surrogate model will be reevaluated if it falls in a sensitive region. All samples evaluated with the circuit simulator are also used as the training/testing data to generate/refine or test the surrogate model. The proposed framework selects the circuit evaluator dynamically and automatically.
4) General Framework of the Proposed Adaptive Model Training Method:

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we validate the proposed method with several test cases. We first test its accuracy and efficiency with a typical 6-T SRAM bit cell. Then, we test it with a high-dimensional and multiple-failure-region case. Afterward, we compare the efficiency and accuracy of different OSV-searching methods, which is followed by a parallel computing experiment and a study of computational cost versus dimensionality.
Besides brute-force MC as the reference, we implemented three representative methods for comparison: MNIS [4] , which is the first effort of the MNIS approaches; IBS [7] , a combinational framework of MNIS-and boundary-based approaches that works well in low-dimensional cases; and SUS [12] , which is one of the few efficient methods in high-dimensional variation space.
In the following experiments, the convergence condition of three IS-based methods, namely, the proposed method, MNIS, and IBS, is set as FOM [4] is equal to 0.0865 (i.e., 95% accuracy with 95% confidence level). The experiments are performed on a cluster of Intel 2.67-GHz CPUs.
Since all these methods are stochastic, it is necessary to treat the results with a statistical manner. Therefore, we run 100 repeated estimations with each method to get a population of its estimators, in order to get some statistics such as the mean value and standard deviation of the estimator. Generally speaking, the population of the estimators by a good method should have a mean value close to the real value (or the golden value), and meanwhile, the standard deviation should keep small. Fig. 8 shows a standard 6-T SRAM bit cell designed in a 40-nm process, which is used to validate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method in a low-dimensional single-failure-region case. In this test case, three performance metrics, read current I read , static noise margin (SNM), and read SNM (RNM) [35] , are considered. The local threshold voltage V TH mismatches of all six transistors are modeled as independent Gaussian random variables.
A. Low-Dimensional Single-Failure-Region Test Case: A 6-T SRAM Bit Cell
The failure rates estimated by brute-force MC and the proposed method for this test case as well as the FOMs of their estimators are shown in Fig. 9 . The estimators of the two methods closely match each other, which validates the accuracy of the proposed method. According to the convergence rates of FOM, the proposed method is orders of magnitude more efficient than brute-force MC. Table I shows the accuracy and efficiency of MNIS, IBS, SUS, and the proposed method. The maximum allowed number of SPICE simulations for each method is set to what is needed by MNIS. The golden failure rates are shown in Table I , we can observe that three IS-based methods all succeed to approximate the failure rate accurately and the standard deviations of their estimators are all about an order of magnitude lower than the mean values. Among these three methods, IBS and the proposed method are more efficient than MNIS because they use more efficient OSV-searching methods and employ surrogate models. In this case, the number of simulations required by MNIS is relatively small because of its relatively high efficiency in low-dimensional variation space. Consequently, SUS does not get enough samples to give an accurate estimation. Hence, compared with other methods, SUS is not suitable for low-dimensional applications.
B. High-Dimensional Multiple-Failure-Region Test Case: SRAM Column
In order to validate the capability of the proposed method to estimate SRAM failure rate in high-dimensional variation space with multiple failure regions, we test it with an SRAM column with two PoIs. Fig. 10 shows a simplified schematic of an SRAM column consisting of N (e.g., 64 in this case) bit cells designed with the 45-nm CMOS process. In the low-dimensional test case, we use static/dc analysis of the SRAM stability (such as SNM or RNM) that considers only an isolated bit cell. Compared with static/dc analysis, dynamic stability measures the ac characteristics of the cell and provides more information regarding the cell functionality. Furthermore, the considerations of peripherals provide a more accurate measure of the stability [14] . Hence, in this case, instead of SNM and RNM, we consider read current I read and read node voltage V read of the first bit cell. I read and V read are two ac characteristics that influence the dynamic read stability. They are greatly affected by the high leakage associated with nanoscale transistors, especially with the presence of a large number of cells on the same bitline column [14] . In order to mimic the worst case condition for dynamic read stability, we store "0" in the first bit cell and the opposite state in the remaining bit cells. Local V TH mismatches of all transistors are modeled as independent Gaussian random variables. Since there are 64 bit cells in the SRAM column, the test case has a total of 384 independent Gaussian random variables. Fig. 11 shows the estimators and FOMs by brute-force MC and the proposed method, varying with the number of SPICE simulations. Table II shows the result of 100 repeated runs of four methods. The golden failure rate is estimated by brute-force MC. The maximum allowed number of SPICE simulations for each method is set to 12 000. As MNIS is designed for problems with single performance of interest, it is used to analyze each performance metric separately. Failure rates for all performance metrics are summed up to get the overall failure rate. Since two PoIs are considered, the allowed simulation number for each PoI is 6000.
According to Table II , only the proposed method and SUS succeed in giving accurate estimators in this case. Even though the proposed method takes much less runtime than SUS, its estimators' standard deviation is much smaller, which implies that the proposed method is more accurate. Both MNIS and IBS fail in this case because they can hardly generate accurate OSVs with allowed SPICE simulations in high-dimensional variation space, and consequently, the IS procedures can hardly converge. Especially, IBS cannot train an accurate surrogate model in such a high-dimensional case with affordable samples and thus fails to locate the failure regions. On the contrary, the proposed method, which automatically rejects a surrogate model when the dimensionality becomes high, keeps feasible. These results demonstrate that the proposed method is accurate and efficient in high-dimensional and multiple-failure-region problems.
C. Accuracy and Efficiency of OSV-Searching Method Based on MSP-SQP
The high efficiency of the proposed method is primarily due to the superior accuracy and efficiency of the OSV-searching method based on MSP-SQP. On the one hand, a proper shift vector facilitates accurate and efficient IS. On the other hand, the total cost for failure rate estimation largely depends on the cost associated with OSV searching.
In this section, we demonstrate the impact of OSV-searching methods on the overall accuracy and runtime of MNIS-based failure rate estimation, as well as the advantages of the proposed MSP-SQP framework. MSP-SQP is compared with the OSV-searching methods employed by MNIS and IBS. The test case is set in a 384-D variation space, and only I read is considered as the PoI. errors of identified OSVs, the convergence costs of IS procedures, and the total costs. The OSV found by MNIS with 50 000 circuit simulations is considered as the golden result. The target FOM for the IS step is set to 0.0865. By comparing the costs of IS, we can observe that the accuracy of OSV influences the efficiency of IS. If the error is relatively large, a large amount of samples are required before IS converges. However, considering the cost of OSV searching, an overrefined OSV does not necessarily lead to a reduction in the total cost. Hence, the total cost is greatly influenced by the accuracy and efficiency of the OSV-searching method. If we can find a more accurate OSV with less cost, the total cost can be reduced considerably. Fig. 12 illustrates the accuracy-cost tradeoff of different OSV-searching methods. IBS cannot capture the failure region even with 50 000 simulations and the corresponding results are not shown. For MNIS, as the simulation cost increases, the norm of identified shift vector converges to the optimal value. MSP-SQP takes much fewer simulations to find an OSV. The results demonstrate that MSP-SQP is more efficient and/or more accurate than the OSV-searching methods employed by MNIS and IBS, given a limited number of simulations.
The aforementioned experimental results explain the reason why our proposed method achieves high accuracy and efficiency, especially for high-dimensional cases.
D. Experiment of Parallel Computing
When the circuit scale becomes large, the circuit simulation can be rather time consuming. Although the proposed method requires a relatively few circuit simulations, a complete estimation can still take days or weeks. Under such circumstances, parallel computing is necessary.
The proposed method can be easily extended to a parallel version. Many steps in the proposed framework can be parallelized, including the Sobol' sampling, centroid filtering, local SQP search, and IS. In this section, we use a parallel version of the proposed method to test an SRAM column consisting of 24 bit cells (i.e., 144 independent Gaussian random variables in total). Both I read and V read are considered as the PoIs. One SPICE simulation for the circuit takes 72 s. A cluster with 73 CPU cores is used for the test.
The estimators and FOMs of brute-force MC and the proposed method are shown in Fig. 13 . The estimators of 
E. Study of Computational Cost Versus Dimensionality
In this section, we study how the computational cost of the proposed method varies with increasing dimensionality. The experiment starts with the first bit cell in Fig. 8 , and the following bit cells are added to the column sequentially. When an SRAM bit cell is added, local V TH mismatches of all six transistors in the cell are additionally considered and the dimensionality of the variation space increases by six. By adding more and more SRAM bit cells into the test circuit, we increase the dimensionality from 6-D to 384-D. In this test case, only read current I read is treated as the PoI. We run ten repeated tests for each dimensionality configuration to get a mean cost. Fig. 14 shows the costs of IBS and the proposed method versus the dimensionality of the variation space. It is revealed that the cost of the proposed method is roughly linear with respect to the dimensionality, which is an appealing characteristic in high-dimensional SRAM yield analysis problems. The cost of IBS, on the other hand, grows much faster. It implies that the applicability of surrogate models is extremely vulnerable to increasing dimensionality and is restricted to low-dimensional applications.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an extended MNIS method is proposed for SRAM analysis. The proposed method presents a unified framework for both single-and multiple-failure-region applications. Compared with existing methods, it can not only estimate SRAM failure rate with high accuracy and efficiency in low-dimensional cases but also keep these features in high-dimensional ones. The proposed method features an MSP-SQP framework to search for OSVs for multiple failure regions, which is accurate and efficient in both low-and high-dimensional applications. To further reduce the computational cost of IS while considering the impact of increasing dimensionality, an adaptive surrogate model training framework is proposed to ensure a general high computational efficiency. The experimental results show that the proposed method is well matched with several state-ofthe-art methods in a 6-D SRAM bit cell case and is superior in a 384-D multiple-failure-region SRAM column case. The experimental results also show the potential parallelizability of the proposed method and an appealing characteristic that its cost grows linearly with respect to the problem dimensionality. His current research interests include SRAM yield estimation, analog circuit design automation, and optimization.
